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La Tierra de los Lobos
y la Dulzura

T

here was once a magical world
that was hot and cold at the same
time and had no gravity. The low
gravity made it possible to build floating
cities in the clouds and one of them was
called the Basement of Heaven.
The world was surrounded by so many
suns! There were 50 million small suns
that provided light and 5 big suns that
provided heat. One super sun was so big
you could see it at night. There were
3 moons, one of which was baby blue
and made of cheese. The sky was tie dye
turquoise-green and rainbow, looked
kind of like the ocean, and was dotted
with pink and blue clouds that changed
color. There were lots of rainbows and

kitties who loved to ride them. You could
also see elephants, pegasus, and winged
pigs and turtles flying around. The
winds were seasonally sweet and spicy.
There were beautiful beaches of golden
sand with waterfalls of chocolate syrup
but there was one special sparkling
diamond waterfall. The beaches were
surrounded by hills, mountains, and
sand dunes.
The ocean was thick and had many
different layers of ice cream: cotton
candy, cookie dough, mint chip (don’t
go there), and strawberry. You could
breathe and swim in most of these layers
but NOT in the purple mint chip layer,
there you would sink. There was cotton

candy seaweed and cookie sand and
the top layer of the ocean was made of
melted gummy bears.
There was a rain forest near the beach
called La Selva Tropical. There were
seashells that sounded like the ocean
(but it was really the blood flowing in
your ears) and tiny seashells that helped
with hearing. There were sweet and
spicy candy trees that were 10 times
bigger than a piano that grew hot chip
leaves in the winter and cotton candy in
the summer. The seeds for these trees
were rock candy diamonds- the blue
and pink were edible but the rest were
not. Even bigger were the skittle trees
that grew 10 times larger than that! To
harvest the skittles one could use melted
red licorice trampoline plants.
There were several huge and hungry
animals living in the La Selva Tropical

rain forest. There was a wolf called
Lobo who was as big as a couch and
ate meat. There were special tigers
called Comelones that ate everythingespecially wild boar- and were the size
of a piano. There were saber-tooth tigers
that grew to be as big as apartment
buildings. There was also a bat dragon
called Señor Rapido who was the size of
a vampire bat and lived in the palms of
arrow trees.
There were lots of ways to get around
this wild world. You could ride dragons
that flew 50mph, jump in portals (there
were pogo sticks for jumping into the
high portals), there were doors that
transport you anywhere with the right
numbers, giant frogs that leapt from
city to city, a wagon pulled by bears, you
could hop a dragonfly shaped airplane
pulled by dragons, or you could get a

phone that would take you anywhere
you text it to. It was also possible to
ride clouds or one of the suns, but only
famous people could do that.
This world was home to Mr. Devil Donut
Wolf. He had a giant donut body and a
wolf face and legs. His sharp teeth were
always bloody and he had fire coming
out of his eyes. The color of his eyes
and the fire coming from them changed
according to his feelings. He had a
gummy bear house by a waterfall in the
cotton candy forest. He could breathe fire
and shape-shift into other animals, but
his teeth were always the same and there
was always something donut-y about
him. He lived in the forest because his
touch could cause a building to explode.
He liked having his ears touched but
disliked having his tail touched- either
one would distract him. He was having

a tough time because his best friend
recently left him for seemingly no
reason. Little did he know, his friend
left because he looked so donut-y and
delicious and he couldn’t control his
urges to eat him.
The 3 Alohas were around to support
him during this time. They looked like
gingerbread people and had non-melting
chocolate clothes and strawberry syrup
blood. One was bald, one had hot chip
hair, and one had luscious red licorice
hair. They all wore glasses that let them
see through anything AND read minds.
They lived in a bamboo hut on the
beach by the ocean and rode saber-tooth
unicorns with shark fin wings. They
could shoot chocolate from their eyeballs
and cotton candy from their wrists.
Out of the kindness of their hearts they
would sell poison pineapple juice to

make money for Mr. Devil Donut Wolf
but they were secretly looking for a new
evil leader.
Sacade the Fire Wolf also lived here.
They could shift between being a person
and being a wolf when they were mad.
Their person form was a girl who wore
grey and blue and their wolf form was a
boy who wore red and black. They lived
in the rain forest but spent a lot of time
on the sun transporting people. They
could turn anything into fire and used
this power to protect other animals.
They were getting concerned that Mr.
Devil Donut Wolf was going to hurt
them...or the whole world!
Also living in the forest were twins
named Gumball and Eel Tail Cake Jr.
who wanted to help Sacade in exchange
for free sweets and mechanical fish
toys. They were deep-sea diving blue

bear cubs who had eel tails to help them
swim. Gumball had gumball eyes that
were tracking devices to help Sacade
find them. Sometimes Eel Tail would get
hungry and eat her eyeballs and then he
would have to swim to the gumball reef
for replacements. They liked to be silly
while swimming, hunting, and breathing
underwater. Some days they had trouble
hunting for fish and ended up falling into
the dreaded mint chip layer.
One day Mr. Devil Donut was taking a
walk on the beach, wondering why his
friend had left, and feeling upset. The 3
Alohas were following and offering him
cotton candy and chocolate to calm him.
Little did they know, they were walking
toward Sacade, Gumball, and Eel Tail
Cake Jr. who were ready to confront Mr.
Devil Donut.
Sacade shouted, “We need to talk!”...

